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Abstract 

This study is about the effectiveness of scaffolding method on students’ speaking achievement, 

and it is aimed to know effectiveness of scaffording method on students’ speaking skill. It was 

done at Universitas Kristen Indonesia on students’ speaking class of batch 2017. The method of 

the study is classroom action research, which was carried out within 2 cycles. The instrument of 

the study used was test sheet and observation sheet and the data taken using the instruments were 

analyzed by using descriptive statistics. The result of the study shows that scaffolding method is 

effective on improving students’ speaking achievement. ding can improve students' speaking 

skills. It is concluded that scaffolding method is a good method to be implemented at speaking 

class, and the lecturers are suggested to use scaffolding method when teaching speaking in the 

classroom. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Speaking is basically someone's ability to issuing ideas or thoughts to others through oral language. 

Among of the four skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) in learning English, speaking 

seems intuitively the most important. It also becomes crucial for part of second and foreign 

language learning and teaching, because it consists of producing and conveying ideas and 

messages systematically to the interlocutor. Learning English is very complex because English 

consists of four skills, including speaking skills, then reading (writing), writing (writing), and 

listening (listening) and skills these are interconnected with each other. In every language skill has 

a very close relationship with one another.1,2 In acquire language skills usually through a 

relationship that is sequential and orderly, first by learning to listen or hear, then speak, after that 

learn to read and write.  

 

The ability to speak is one aspect of language skills, speaking is a skill convey messages through 

spoken language. A lot of students attend an English course although they have learned English in 
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the classroom, in order to be able to speak English. The ability of students on using English to 

communicate with others at Universitas Kristen Indonesia are still considered low. It can be seen 

through the achievement in the classroom, where almost 85% of the students find it difficult to 

communicate the ideas in their mind whether among the students or the students and the lecturers. 

In speaking, the students find it difficult to convey information/messages spoken by the speaker. 

Students tend to be less fluent in talking or telling stories at before his friends.3 Sometimes there 

are students who only able to say a few sentences or even to be silent when they are standing in 

front of the class.  

 
This is due to the lack of material or concepts that will be spoken up by the students. According to 

the results of observation did by the speaking class lecturer when teaching the students, he found 

out a number of problems faced by the students, as follows: firsts, most of the students are passive 

when speaking, second, the students use more Indonesian rather than English, third, the use of 

grammatical structures which is not right, and last, they are still afraid to speak using English even 

with their classmate.  

 
The four problems are the causes of students' lack of skill while speaking, and the low learning 

outcomes of students' speaking skills, as follows: the average score is 68, while grades the 

minimum completeness in speaking skills is 75. Only 6 students from 22 students who reach the 

75-80 value range. The rest, as many as 16 students with range 40 - 74. Such information shows 

that the ability of speaking of the students are not very encouraging.  

 
Based on the conditions that occur in English speaking skills above, improvement through action 

is necessary done then students' speaking achievement can be improved. After reading some 

theories about the methods used to improve the students’ speaking achievement, the researcher is 

interested to a method, it is scaffolding method. One effort that can be done to improve students' 

speaking skills through the application the teaching approach is in accordance with the assumption 

that speaking competence students will be better. In an effort to improve students' speaking 

achievement, researchers use a scaffolding method, where this strategy is in learning to speak 

English also involves three other skills. Scaffolding is a learning activity that is associated with 

the real world to achieve goals through the use of simple language, images shown by the teacher, 

cooperative learning, and prepare the previous learning device by the teacher.4,5,6 

 
In the scaffolding learning method there are several ways you can teachers do include: (1) using 

simple language, (2) completing the sentence or paragraph by selecting the available answers, (3) 

using images to convey information.7,8 Implementation of scaffolding method learning in addition 

to helping improve speaking skills students are also able to increase students' creativity, because 

they are inside scaffolding learning has a purpose and understanding that has something to do with 

development of students' self-concepts. 

 

The purpose and understanding of learning Scaffolding includes: (1) stimulating student 

development, (2) stimulating student creativity, (3) improve and improve the teaching process, (4) 

help develop students' self-concept, (5) give attention and guidance to students, (6) stimulate 

student reflection, and (7) help and rectify learning objectives.9,10 Besides that, the scaffolding 

learning method has advantages that are not possessed by conventional learning methods. This 

advantage is reflected in the high creativity of students, growing students' sense of responsibility 
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in carrying out the tasks given, improve the ability to think systematically and organized so that 

produce the best work.11,12 

 
Through this scaffolding method students are expected to be diverse in character get the learning 

process to speak English according to their needs so that they are able to achieve that competence 

expected. Students of speaking class of batch 2017 Universitas Kristen Indonesia also mostly have 

an unencourage ability to speak English, while in reality speaking ability is very crucial 

remembering they must be in direct contact with expressions in English which is more formal and 

scientific, such as: speech and presentation of the results of group discussions in front of the class.  

Based on the discussion above, in this study, researchers did a research related to speaking skills 

of students of students of speaking class of batch 2017 Universitas Kristen Indonesia in expressing 

true and clear phrases with apply scaffolding method. This research is carried out by applying 

action research steps with the title: Method implementation of scaffolding in improving speaking 

skills. This research was conducted on students of students of speaking class of batch 2017 

Universitas Kristen Indonesia.  

 
This study generally aims to address student problems in an effort to improve speaking skills and 

explore student skills in expressing expressions true and clear using the scaffolding method so 

English speaking skills are better. The benefits of this research is to train students to use scaffolding 

method for improve their speaking skills, increase the type of vocabulary research in the field of 

English language education is a reference for determination scaffolding method as one of the 

learning approaches that are appropriate student characteristics, provide recommendations to 

related parties for applying scaffolding method in accordance with the conditions of each student, 

providing alternative learning techniques for educators to improve English language skills of 

students, especially in speaking English.  

 

2. Method 

 
This research is a classroom action research13 which is aimed to improving students speaking 

achievement through scaffolding method.  The classroom action research which consists of four 

stages in each cycle, namely: the planning, the implementation, the observation, and the 

reflection.14,15,16, At the planning stage, includes the preparation of the implementation of lesson 

plan, tools and media; conversation text, and instrument for collecting the data (speaking tests, 

observation checklists). At the stage implementing, the scaffolding method was applied to teach 

speaking to the subject research.17 This implementation of scaffolding method was inplemented 

through the steps in the lesson plan. Then after that, while implementing the scaffolding method, 

the teacher and the collaborator made observation while teaching.  The collaborator observed the 

situation in the classroom during the learning process. Collaborators fill the observation checklist 

when observing the class to get data of the research from the implementation of the scaffolding 

method in the learning process.  

 
The last stage is, reflection stage, researcher and collaborators discuss the results of observations 

on the implementation of scaffolding method during the learning process. The observations was 

in the form of student activities inside class, the state of the class during the teaching and learning 

process, the use of learning tools and media, and also on teaching abilities in delivering learning 
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material. With reflection, researchers and collaborators find advantages and disadvantages and 

evaluate learning and learning process. 

 
The subject of this research was students of students’ speaking class of batch 2017, the number of 

the students were 22 persons. The technique of data collection was carried out with the following 

steps: (1) Making learning observations to find problems learning. (2) Designing and determining 

learning techniques and scenarios learning is done, as well as conducting discussions with subject 

teachers English to obtain pre-observation data validation, device learning and research 

instruments. (3) Testing instruments learning that has been compiled and records the learning 

process occur in class in the form of observation sheets for learning activities and fields note. (4) 

Giving speaking test to determine the success of the use learning approach in improving students' 

speaking skills.  

 
Data analysis in this study is descriptive statistical analysis conducted to determine the success of 

the implementation of scaffolding method used to increase students' skills in speaking. The 

statistics descriptive analysis are in the form of averages or percentages of the results of speaking 

tests of the students, and affective descriptions of students to determine the level of behavior 

change students towards the learning process.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 
The results of data analysis obtained through this study are seen from several affective aspects in 

the first, second, and second cycles, namely: discipline and student activity during the learning 

process, student learning motivation, and response students on learning activities use scaffolding 

method. The results obtained from the observation checklist are as follows: First. In the first cycle, 

seen from the activity of students during the learning process, when the learning process takes 

place 67% of students who listens and gives full attention to the teacher is presenting some 

important information, including when deliver learning objectives, material learned, and videos 

and images related to learning material.  

 
In applying the scaffolding strategy, especially in the presentation of results from group 

discussions in the form of a conversation, no more than 51% of students spoke English well. Some 

of them carry and read text when they had presentations in front of class and the ability to speak 

English is not good still. Then, during discussion in groups to make a conversation, about 49% of 

students could not convey their ideas or ideas well.  

 
Meanwhile, in the second cycle, during the learning process, almost all students listen and pay 

close attention to the explanations and important information from the teacher regarding the 

learning objectives, the material to be studied, videos and images displayed. When students were 

asked to having a conversation from the results of group discussions, mostly students were able to 

present in front of the class without carrying or reading text. The ability to speak English then 

become better or improve comparing to the first cycle. In discussion activities, 75% of students 

were able to pair up share ideas with their partners about conversations which was assigned to be 

presented by the students.  
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In the second cycle also, the second and fourth meetings of all students were on time to come to 

the classroom, so that when the learning process takes place students were more serious listen and 

pay attention to important information from the teacher and watch the video related to the topic to 

be studied. When playing a role almost all students are able to speak English in front of the class 

without carrying and reading text, so they are more confident in sharing ideas or ideas with his 

friend. English language skills of students become much better from previous cycles. 

 
Second, in the first cycle, it was seen from students' learning motivation, less than 25% students 

who are enthusiastic about participating in learning activities during the process learning. Some 

students don't listen well to the video displayed and when playing a role most students are not yet 

willing to appearing in front of the class. In the second cycle, more than 75% of students felt 

motivated to follow learning activities. Students listen carefully to the video displayed, some 

students asked questions with the teacher about the material and videos that is. Then in the second 

cycle, the third and fourth meetings of all students more enthusiastic about learning activities. 

Almost all students share ideas and ideas with the group about the conversation that will displayed 

in front of the class. Students are also willing to play roles in front of the class with their partner, 

without being appointed by the teacher first.  

 
Second, in the first cycle, it was seen from the positive response given by students, no students 

have tried to express their opinions. Only 37% students who feel excited about giving answers to 

questions submitted by the teacher during the learning process. Then, during the process learning 

takes place there are 5 students who ask questions about the difficulties, that make students 

understand the material taught and video displayed. Discussion activities in the first cycle, almost 

all students are willing give ideas and ideas but there are some students who are difficult respect 

and accept their friends' ideas regarding the material being studied and conversations made in 

groups.  

 
However, in the second cycle students gave a very positive response with more than 75% of 

students who have tried their opinions. When ask some questions about the material explained the 

teacher, in the second cycle more changed than at first cycle. Unlike the first and second cycles, 

in the second cycle almost all students ask questions related to the material and videos displayed, 

although they tend to be more personal when the teacher monitors students discuss with group 

friends. All students are able to elaborate on ideas and the ideas of his friends so that they produce 

a good conversation.  

 
In the second cycle, all four students had responded which is very good. Students are able to 

respond well to questions given by the teacher. The whole group is able to produce a good 

conversation related to the material that has been learned. In each cycle, students participate in 

learning activities well. All students are willing do the assignments and exercises given by the 

teacher well.  

 
The next data obtained is sourced from the field that provides important information to support 

and complete the results obtained from observation checklist. The following is an explanation of 

the observations obtained use field notes. First, in the first cycle seen from student activities. 

Almost partially student groups cannot complete conversations conducted in any way group 

according to the time specified, then at that time presenting the results of group discussions, only 
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5 groups from 12 groups different that responds to the appearance of his friend show conversation 

results. Many students are not fluent speak English and use grammar is not right when present the 

results of the conversation that has been done.  

 
Then in the second cycle, almost all groups can complete timely conversation. Then at the 

presentation, each group respond to his friend's appearance. Almost all students too able to speak 

English more smoothly and use grammar more precise. Second, in the first cycle, student learning 

motivation was seen the confused make conversation using their own words. Most of them still 

use the same words as them shown from videos and examples of conversations from the teacher. 

In this cycle, students also tend to be afraid of making mistakes, especially in the use of grammar 

that will be used in their conversation. Neither student motivated to practice with friends a group 

of expressions as read by the teacher. In the first cycle, most students were not too motivated 

review and conclude learning material. Unlike the second cycle and second, where students look 

more excited through group discussions make a conversation using your own words according to 

the theme study at that time.  

 
In the second cycle, more students are willing to do repetition of several expressions, so that it 

looks better and better pronunciation students' grammar in saying a few expressions. Third, in the 

first cycle seen from the positive response given by students. Some students do not respond to their 

friends' appearance at the moment display conversation results of the discussion. At the language 

proficiency test English, the first cycle of most students felt less confident and nervous because 

they are present in front of the class individually. In the second cycle and second, enthusiastic 

students present the results of the conversation through discussion groups, other students listen 

carefully, and most ask each other questions and give input. Then, almost all students are serious 

and more trusting yourself to appear speaking English in front of the class individual.  

 
Based on the results of the two groups of affective aspects that have been described above, almost 

all shows an increase or change in behavior which is better than before. The results of this speaking 

test was thoroughly explained per cycle, starting from the first cycle to the second cycle. In the 

first cycle, based on observations as long as students display a conversation in front of the class 

based on the results of the discussion, students' speaking skills experience an increase in score 

results before scaffolding method is applied, though the increase is still a relatively small 

percentage. In the first cycle, results the percentage shows that out of 22 students, 15 students 

indicate a poor category of speaking ability, and 7 other students showed good category. The 

results of the speaking test are students who get the enough value category enough were 5 students 

and 2 students who get the highest score.  

 
Whereas in the last cycle, the second meeting, based on the observations result, here were 13 

students showing the average category of speaking abilities, and 7 students attend an excellence 

category, and 2 more students got low category. Then in the last cycle, the results show that 

students 'abilities are quite high, reaching 50% of students' average grades categorized as good, 

40% of students entered the excellent category, and only 10%. In this cycle students look more 

active than in previous cycles, so that the results are as expected. Almost all criteria speaking 

assessment can be demonstrated and carried out properly by students. The sentences uttered are 

also quite directed according to the topic learned.  
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Overall, the speaking test results showed an increase, though not too flashy. Most students have 

been able to get better results, so that in the second cycle it is considered sufficient and then the 

research was stopped. From the findings of several data sources used, as a whole show an increase 

in the results of the achievement and the affective performance of students. This gives an overview 

of the positive impact on the application of the scaffolding method used when teaching speaking 

to the students, in efforts to improve English speaking skills speaking class of batch 2017.  

 
In speaking learning, students are required to have speaking skills the good one. Therefore, the 

learning process of speaking is expected in a dialogical, interactive, interesting and fun 

atmosphere, so students more motivated to follow the learning process. Furthermore, skills 

speaking needs to be trained intensively in order to develop and be fluent maximum for students 

to control.18,19 Mastery of speaking skills can be more fast through practice, therefore when 

speaking, teacher is better giving students plenty of opportunities to practice and practice directly 

with the teacher or friend.20,21 One effort that can be done by the teacher that is through an intensive 

learning design improve these skills, namely using scaffolding method.22  

 
Through this strategy students are facilitated by teachers with a variety of techniques and activities 

that are able to provide many opportunities for students to practice speaking contextually, making 

it more fun and easier learned.23 As said that teachers need methods, that work in their particular 

situation with specific objectives that meaningful for the kind of students they have in their classes 

on the other hand teachers need the stimulation of a new method or approach from time to time to 

encourage them in participating in various class activities.24,25 It is also added that scaffolding is a 

process that enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a task or achieve a goal which 

would be beyond his unassisted efforts.26 Scaffolding strategy, students have opportunity to work 

alone to solve a problem through assignments given by the teacher to achieve learning goals.  

 

4. Conclusion 

 
The conclusions from the results of this study are as follows: First, implementation scaffolding 

method improves the student learning achievement in speaking; second, the application of the 

scaffolding method can improve; Third student learning motivation, applying the scaffolding 

method improves students' positive responses to learning activities; Fourth, the application of the 

scaffolding method improve achievement of student learning outcomes if consistently use this 

method at each learning activities; Fifth, the application of the scaffolding method improves the 

quality of students' ideas and ideas so that they are really true produce a good conversation; and, 

sixth, applying the scaffolding method provides effective means for students on improving English 

speaking achievement. 
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